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litterature: 
1Theory, Practice and Landscape, Conversation between 
Stan Allen and Florian SauterArchtectural papers III, Natural Metaphor, 
An Anthology of Essays on Architecture and Nature. ETH/Actar

When Beauty arrived in town
Conversation between the mosaic::team and Carola Wingren.
First published (in swedish) at www.mosaic-region.no

schedule: 
sept 15: 09.00  lecture: imbedded information
  10.30   presentation of assigment#2
  12.00-18.00 (individual) dialogues 
sept 16: 09.00  lecture: The MARG experience - the city under pressure
  10.00  discussions on assigment#2
  11.00-14.00 (individual) dialogues
sept 20-26    Study trip to Malmö, program follows

assignment #2: 
key word: encircling the Malmö dynamics
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Found papers and texts, and parts of texts, gives direction and connects to a way of thinking, to a concept, a 
project. 
The notions we introduce in this studio was not apparent and clear, ready for use, when we started out on our two 
explorations in the Öresund metropole. They evolved and appeared through series of readings and experiments 
with a kind of hyper awareness and eagerness related to change.
In Florian Sauters conversation with Stan Allen the notion imbedded information relates to what a concept, a 
project, introduces and opens for:
 “One of the things we learnt from Bateson is that he understands ecology as information exchange. He is 
essentially applying a kind of cybernetic model to natural ecologies. This seems to me very powerfull for a number 
of reasons.: first of all it does not idealize natural ecology as opposed to social ecology or any other kind of 
ecology. In other words you can understand all of them as systems of informational exchange. For example 
if you look at Central Park: it is a landscape with a certain amount of imbedded information. That imbedded 
information could be comprehended from the fact that the traffic is separated at different levels or that there is 
a way people have of using it with big open spaces that provoke one kind of activity and dense landscapes that 
provoke another kind of activity.
You can separate Central Park from its sort of cultural or historical context and then you can understand what 
works about it. The brilliance of Central Park arises from this continued usability”  and Stan Allen summons up in 
this way:
“Olmsted hit the dynamic just right: there is enough information to keep the system alive, but not to much 
to overdeterminate the uses”1.

From our side the introduction of this notion is directed to what is to come, it is forward orientated. To keep in 
the terminology of landscape we can say that temporality, concepts that can give a direction, an architecture 
and landscape attitude that invites multiple actions, interpretations and programme represent this kind of 
embeddedness.

That what is imbedded in also introduces a kind of research that evolves between surface and deep structure. 
When it comes to the discovery and observation of how things relates the notion can be described in this way, 
from another field of knowledge:
 “Metadata represents a crucial difference between electronic and printed documents. All the information in a 
paper document is displayed on its face. Not so with electronic documents. Electronic documents carry their 
history with them. Paper shows what a document said or looked liked – metadata tells where the document went 
and what it did.” (Embedded information in electronic documents. Why metadata matters by Scott Nagel in Law 
Practice today/2004)

Related to the global financial crises the critical journey that researchers, journalists and critics now explore – in 
the metadata - discover a problematic embeddedness between economic action and social structure to put it 
mildly. Therefore the philosopher Jürgen Habermas can be interviewed  on www.signandsight.com under the 
heading Life after Bankruptcy!

When we discovered Iñaki Ábalos, El Paix chronicle “I would prefer not” as part of the up-front Mosaic reading, a 
paper document, we discovered his conclusion: “ A credible map of  sustainability has yet to be drawn, but 
there can be no doubt that other aspects already trailed and trialled have run out of whatever credibility they had”.
This lines, imbedded in the text, was presented as the headliner for the mosaic concept and informed our project, 
gave a direction to it.

In the Nordhavnen project the imbedded information concerning the status of Öresundet in different scientific 
research, in the text and images from our guest writer Peter Sylwan showing a dying biotope, with surface earth 
floating into the sea and warnings from the biologist Peder Agger on the possible dystopic futures alerted our 
concept, informed it and gave birth to the introduction of the edge dynamics between land and sea – and the 
introduction of the archipelago of biodiversity. The deep structure of knowledge, the imbedded information on the 

seascape informed our project, and gave its direction.
In the Mosaïc reading the guest can be seen as the projects imbedded 
information. Each guest opens their library exploring the mosaic-concept. A 
conversation in the mosaic concept with professor Carola Wingren, who we will 
meet at SLU in Malmø, is titled When beauty arrived in town ends like this:

Mosaic team:
“And what is such a new topography in a landscape that is to be strengthened 
as a network of biotopes, that must be understood as a productive landscape of 
a new type, and that shall “farm out” new urban qualities?”
CW
“That we apparently don’t know. That’s what it is about. To give opportunities and game rules so these 
processes can gain speed. I would like to describe it as a mesh of….why not “biotopes”,  that can be looked 
upon and changed in different layers, and where every human being is a significantly more important actor than 
we have seen up to now in Malmø”.

It is a fact that 30% of the inhabitants of Malmö lives in a kind of diaspora (Carolas phrase), with imbedded 
information that can reformulate attitudes and actions in both the urban setting and its landscape that informs 
her thinking. Its our attitude toward the migrant that encloses or unfolds this embeddedness as creative force.

Related to discoveries in the Malmø DNA, how our rethinking, research and new kinds of explorations unfolds, 
We will propose this kind of attitude towards conceptual thinking: Our method is to launch some initial decisions 
that can expect to release a reaction both in the excisting urban landscape and in the city to come – to hit the 
right dynamic, with traces to follow so to speak.
KED/KEU


